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How A Mystery Torah Ended Up In An Online 
Thrift Store Selling For $456

News

By Ari Feldman

A couple hundred bucks can get you a variety of things 
on Goodwill’s online store: Tory Burch boots; a metal 
detector; a Burberry duffle; a collection of Furbies.

Oh, and a Torah.

Until Tuesday, you could bid for a scroll — sacred, if 
tattered — at ShopGoodwill.com. First listed at $200, 
bidders quickly pushed the price to $456.

You’ve heard of the Gutenberg Bible? Call this the 
Goodwill Torah.

Its story is full of mystery and unanswered questions. 
It involves a donor possibly shrouded in priestly robes; 
an iconic Southern town known for its colonial 
reenactment; a Ukrainian village whose Jews were 
nearly all killed by the Nazis; and an anonymous buyer 
who thought he could flip the Torah for a profit. Three 
days of dogged investigation have yielded a detailed 
accounting of the Torah’s last three months, but 
virtually no solid clues of its age, provenance, or 
rightful ownership.

“There’s gotta be someone out there that is missing 

this Torah and wants it back,” said Mordechai Sidell, 
the Website manager for a Hasidic synagogue in New 
Jersey whose connection to this story will be explained 
in good time.

The Torah came to Goodwill late one evening this 
August, when a man wearing a cassock donated it to a 
store in, of all places, Williamsburg, Va., where colonial 
times are still unfolding. No one at the store even 
realized what it was, because the nearly four-foot tall 
Torah was wrapped in a nondescript comforter, 
bundled with other unremarkable textiles, and left in 
the back room overnight, said Michael Luckey, the 
manager of the store.

The next morning, employees discovered the scroll, 
clothed in a traditional mantle of dark-blue velvet 
embroidered with the stone tablets bearing the Ten 
Commandments, flanked by two golden lions. Above 
the tablets is a large crown, and the words keter Torah: 
the crown of the Torah. Underneath is one word, the 
name of a town in Ukraine.

The staff knew the item was Jewish, but that was all. 
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They stuck a $500 price tag on it and put it with the 
other oversized items, next to a music mixing board 
that may have come from a recording studio.

“It’s obviously not something that you see appear at a 
Goodwill store,” Luckey said.

Indeed, a Torah is not something you generally see 
outside a synagogue or school.

Told this odd story, Jesse Abelman, the curator of 
Hebraica and Judaica at the Museum of the Bible in 
Washington, D.C., said he has never before heard of a 
Torah showing up, origins unknown, in a secular 
setting in the United States.

Torahs are valuable, sacred objects that take a trained 
scribe about a year’s work to produce. If even one of 
the more than 300,000 Hebrew characters in the scroll 
is inked to the parchment improperly, it is considered 
unkosher — unusable. So while a used Torah can sell 
for $13,000, a new Torah can cost more than $40,000, 
and some with historical value have been auctioned 
for up to a quarter of a million dollars.

Though they contain the five books of Moses, such 
scrolls are not used for regular study, generally only 
for ritual reading a few times each week. They are kept 
in special armoires known as an aron kodesh, or holy 
ark. When ferried from place to place, they are 
supposed to be carried angled toward the right 
shoulder, wrapped in a prayer shawl. Tradition dictates 
that if a Torah is dropped, everyone who sees it hit the 
floor must fast during daylight hours for 40 days.

And yet the Goodwill Torah has appeared out of 
nowhere, and been handled not unlike your 
grandmother’s china or last year’s overcoat.

Torah for sale

Here’s what we’ve learned so far about what happened 
that August night. A man in a cassock — a full-length 
garment generally worn by Christian clerics — put a 
bulky object wrapped in fabric down outside the store 
in the spot designated for donations, said Sean 
McInerney, a Goodwill employee. It was about 8:30 
p.m., close to the store’s closing time, and too dark for 
its external security cameras to pick up any identifying 
details. The lone store employee who saw the man 
recalled him wearing a cassock.

The Forward contacted three churches in Williamsburg: 
one Byzantine Catholic, one Roman Catholic and one 

Eastern Orthodox. The pastors of all three said they 
knew of no such Torah, and one said he didn’t know of 
any clergy in Williamsburg that would wear a cassock 
outside of church.

The Torah sat on the shelf next to the music-mixer for 
almost two months.

“We did have people who were very inquisitive, 
because it was a very unique item,” Luckey said. But 
no one ever tried to buy it, or even asked to take a look 
under the mantle and examine the scroll itself.

Then, in mid-October, another mysterious man —
Goodwill says it has no record of his identity — bought 
the Torah. A week or so later, the Torah was returned, 
for a full refund, to a Goodwill store near Richmond, 
about an hour away.

Luckey says that when the man bought it, he said he 
planned to try and give the Torah to a temple that 
could use it. But McInerney said that from what 
employees at the Goodwill near Richmond were able 
to gather, the man was just a reseller, and returned the 
Torah when he couldn’t find a website through which 
to quickly flip it.

The manager of the store near Richmond, recognizing 
that this item would more likely sell on a nationally 
used website, gave the Torah to McIneney’s office, 
which ships online orders for items donated in the 
central and coastal Virginia region. McInerney is an 
assistant manager of e-commerce there, and he 
posted the listing, starting the price at $200. Bids 
started coming in, and so did outraged emails and 
phone calls from Jewish people around the country.

“They were obviously kind of irate that we had the 
Torah,” he said.

One caller accused Goodwill of handling the Torah 
improperly; indeed, the listing shows the scroll 
unfurled, which Jewish law prohibits without saying the 
proper blessings.

On Monday, after receiving enough irate messages, 
McInerney got in touch with the rabbi of a Richmond 
synagogue, who alerted Temple Beth El, the sole 
synagogue in Williamsburg. On Tuesday, the 
synagogue’s rabbi emerita, Sylvia Scholnick, and its 
office administrator, Jill Hyman, drove an hour to the e-
commerce office to collect the Torah for safekeeping.

Scholnick did not respond to telephone calls
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Wednesday, but McInerney said she and Hyman told 
him the synagogue may hire someone to determine 
whether the scroll is still kosher. If it is not, they plan 
to bury it in a Jewish cemetery, the traditional fate of 
things that have the name of God inscribed in them 
but are no longer fit for use in rituals.

Rabbi David Katz, the head rabbi of Beth El, said that 
thrift stores in the area have occasionally called him 
because they received small pieces of Judaica, such as 
a mezuzah without a scroll.

“But nothing like this,” he said.

A long way from Berdichev

The Torah itself offers tantalizing clues to its origin.

Most prominent is the one word embroidered on the 
Torah’s mantle — “Berdichev.” Two hours by car from 
Kiev, Berdichev is a small city, part of the historical 
Pale of Settlement, where Jews were allowed to live in 
the Russian Empire. Before World War II, Jews made up 
more than a third of its population. But the Nazis killed 
nearly every Jew in Berdichev, according to the 
Encyclopedia Judaica.

There are a few theories as to why a Torah might bear 
the Berdichev stamp .

One is that the Torah was associated with a society of 
Jews from Berdichev. Called a landsmanshaft, these 
communities of people from the same town in Eastern 
Europe flourished around the United States in the early 
part of the 20th century, primarily in New York.

In 1938, there were at least eight Berdichev societies in 
New York, said Daniel Soyer, a professor of history at 
Fordham University and the author of a book about 
Jewish immigration societies. Though Soyer said that 
none of these societies were religious, it was common 
practice for a landsmanshaft to sponsor the creation of 
a Torah on behalf of their hometown. That means the 
scroll could have belonged to a congregation that had 
no connection to Berdichev, but did have a connection 
to someone from there.

Alternatively, it could have been the property of 
someone whose name was Berdichev, Soyer said.

Another theory centers on Hasidim, ultra-Orthodox 
Jews whose tend to live in insular societies led by 
charismatic rabbis or their descendants.

Berdichev — unlike towns such as Lubavitch, Satmar

and Bobov — never gave birth to a Hasidic dynasty. 
However, there are a small handful of “Berdichever” 
synagogues in Hasidic enclaves around New York. 
These synagogues are most likely a remnant of the 
time when immigrant Jews created congregations with 
their countrymen, said Samuel Heilman, a professor of 
sociology at Queens College and a scholar of Hasidic 
Judaism.

Calls to Keter Torah Berdichev, in Monsey, N.Y., and to 
Berditchev Kloiz, in Lakewood, N.J., yielded no missing 
Torahs (or missing Torah mantles).

“For sure not,” said Shea Seidenfeld, Keter Torah’s 
rabbi. “I would know.”

Seidenfeld and his family live above the synagogue, 
which is in a townhouse on a suburban street in the 
predominantly Hasidic town. He did not have a cell 
phone, so the Forward texted pictures of the Goodwill 
Torah to his synagogue assistant. Neither recognized 
it.

In Lakewood, Sidell, the website manager for the 
Berditchever Kloiz, a synagogue with Orthodox Jews of 
many backgrounds, said their Torah collection was 
also intact. The Forward shared images of the Torah 
with Sidell. He noted the mysterious discrepancy 
between its torn scroll and luminous mantle.

“From the cover, it doesn’t look so old,” Sidell said.

It also could be that this Torah is left over from an old 
Berdichever synagogue from somewhere around 
Virginia, though there is no evidence yet that such a 
congregation exists.

“It’s likely that what it is, is a remnant of a small 
community that lived in the South, that came from 
Berdichev, and this is all that’s left of it,” Heilman said. 
It may have had as simple a name as “Anshei
Berdichev” — people of Berdichev.

The Torah keeps the score

There may be more clues on the Torah that are not 
visible in pictures, or that could most likely be 
uncovered by an expert scribe, said Abelman, the 
curator at the Museum of the Bible. The back side of 
the animal hide on which the words of the Torah are 
written could have notes from scribes that have 
certified its kosher-ness in the past. The rollers bearing 
the scroll might have an inscription with the identity of 
the Torah’s donors. If it crossed the Atlantic sometime 
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If you feel your eyes watching the exit during Shabbat 
services, if you see danger lurking at Jewish 
celebrations and events, if you’ve felt the metallic cold 
of a Magen David as you tuck it into your shirt “just in 
case,” you’re not alone.

In a recent survey of American Jews by the American 
Jewish Committee, 1 in 4 respondents said that they 
“avoid certain places, events or situations out of fear” 
for their “safety or comfort as a Jew.” Nearly a third of 
the more than 1,200 respondents said they avoided 
“publicly wearing, carrying or displaying things that 
might help people identify” them as Jewish.

We wanted to hear the stories behind these numbers, 
so we asked readers to write in and describe when and 
why they had avoided places or public displays of their 
Jewishness. Many mentioned removing or concealing 
kippot. Others expressed particular fear for children, 
elderly people, and ultra-Orthodox Jews whose 
traditional dress makes them stand out. And some 
raised the concern that their pro-Israel activity would 
be met by anti-Jewish aggression.

Though we asked for anecdotes about things people did 
avoid, a few wrote to say that rising fear has made 
them defiant, determined to display their identity.

“I want to be MORE visible as a way of showing that 
hate won’t keep me from being proud of my heritage,” 
wrote Jay, a 49-year-old from Eugene, Oregon.

“I put up the sukkah yesterday in front of my Squirrel 
Hill house,” wrote Lorraine, a 57-year-old from 
Pittsburgh. “For the first time ever, I wondered if it were 
wise to put it in the front where it’s always been. I’ll 
admit that I started building it in the side yard, but the 
ground was sloped. So, post-shul-massacre, I’ve 
identified our house. Come what may.”

in the 20th century, it could even bear a customs stamp.

The Forward was unable to reach the Beth El rabbis 
Wednesday morning for an update on the Torah, and 
how they plan to examine it. It is likely that the Torah is 
in poor condition, based on images of the partially torn 
and faded scroll shared with the Forward by Goodwill.

“Temperature, humidity or even just physical 
mishandling can cause the ink to come off the 
parchment, and if even one letter is missing or 
damaged, then the scroll is unkosher,” and therefore 
unusable for prayer services, said Rabbi Joshua Heller. 
His synagogue, Congregation B’nai Torah in Atlanta, 
recently decided to have a scribe re-certify their scrolls 
as kosher every year; Heller said that if a Torah is left 
unattended to for decades or more, it would “definitely 
deteriorate.”

But Abelman, the museum curator, said that remains to 
be seen.

“Especially if it’s just been sitting around closed for a 
long time, it wouldn’t shock me if it was completely 
kosher,” he said.

Do you have any information about this Torah? Contact 
Ari Feldman at feldman@forward.com or on Twitter 
@aefeldman

‘I Have Stopped Wearing 
My Magen David’: 27 
Jews On What It Feels 
Like To Be Afraid For 
Their Lives

News
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In all, readers from 17 states as well as Canada, the UK, 
Israel, and Washington, DC wrote in. They spanned from 
age 19 to 83, and included every major denomination.

Below are some of these readers’ stories, edited for 
length and clarity.

‘I have stopped wearing my Magen David’

I consciously stopped wearing my hamsa necklace. My 
decision was 100 percent fueled by the uptick of anti-
Semitic attacks in the U.S. and world in recent years. I 
feel conflicted because part of me wants to proudly 
represent that portion of my identity and not feel like 
I’m “in hiding” or “ashamed” or any other victim-
oriented emotion.

— Leah, 25, Washington, D.C., Conservative

I have stopped wearing my Magen David, as has my 
daughter. I cringe when my husband or any of my 
children wear a T-shirt with a Magen David or Hebrew.

— Claire, 56, San Francisco, Reform

My daughter has been regularly wearing her Hebrew-
name necklace and I’ve been tempted to ask if she 
thinks that’s a good idea, but I have held back, because 
it just feels so wrong. And I also count on the fact that 
most folks won’t know what the necklace is. But she is 
very outspoken, on all kinds of social and political 
issues, and I do worry that she could easily become a 
target.

— Nina, 56, New York, Conservative

‘I feel worse when I hide who I am’

Last August, I took my family to a local festival in Ohio. 
As I walked around the festival with my family, I began 
to wonder if these types of folks might be the types of 
folks who would welcome in a white nationalist, or a 
white supremacist. For the first since I began wearing a 
kippah on a daily basis nearly 20 years ago, I wondered 
if this was a wise decision. I quickly realized that I was 
not afraid, and was proud to display my Jewish identity 
there. But my wife and my son had not made the same 
considerations I had. Was my public display of my 
Jewish identity, possibly risking their safety? My son 
needs a dad tomorrow, no matter what. My wife needs a 
husband tomorrow no matter what. A few weeks later, 
when we all went to the local county fair, I wore my 
Dodgers baseball cap over my kippah.

— Michael, 59, Beachwood, Ohio, Reconstructionist

Based on prior experience, I would never wear a kippah 
alone while taking the NYC subway. I would wear it in a 
group of two or more men, but be ready for verbal or 
physical confrontation, as I have experienced both. 

Hasidim don’t have the choice to take off their kippot. 
They can’t exit into their neighborhoods in regular 
street clothes and a baseball cap like I can.

— Steven, 47, New York, Modern Orthodox

I wear a kippah everywhere so this HAS made me think 
twice when attending certain events. The only time I 
think I will now remove it is when I travel to certain 
places out of the country, especially if I am with others. 
I’ve thought, “Is it right to put others “at risk” because 
of my outward display of my faith?

— Norman, 77, Montclair, New Jersey, Reform

As a Neo-Hasid, I cannot hide who I am, as I always 
have a kippah and tzit-tzit on. Sometimes I do wear a 
conservative kippah instead of my Na Nach, but I am 
always visibly Jewish. It has led to me facing anti-
Semitism on a regular basis, but I feel worse when I hide 
who I am.

— Surene, 42, Minneapolis, Minnesota, Neo-Hasid

I do walk with my kippah in my own neighborhood, but 
it does cause me to think about the fact that in other 
public places — airports, especially — I remove all 
symbols of my Judaism. And it certainly does give me 
pause to put my name on this survey and push submit! I 
certainly don’t trust anything with Google attached to it. 
But I think this is good info for the Forward to gather.

— Julie, 63, Seattle, Washington, Conservative

‘Through the whole service, all I could focus on was 
the door.’

Whenever I go to synagogue, I always sit on the side 
farthest from the stained glass windows, in case 
someone on the street outside decides to lob something 
through them.

— Rachel, 64, Vallejo, Ca, Non-denominational

I didn’t attend Yom Kippur services at shul this year. I 
went for Rosh Hashanah, but for some reason wasn’t 
feeling good about going on Yom Kippur, part of which 
is because I think a terrorist would love the symbolism 
and meaning of Yom Kippur as part of their psychotic 
plan. I do continue going on Shabbat but the thought is 
always in my mind and often times, during service, I will 
start thinking about an escape plan and how I would 
try to save my friends and community members. I 
think about how impossible it will be to get some of 
the elderly members out fast enough and I am 
concerned for their safety.

— Anonymous, 30, Boston, Massachusetts, 
Conservative
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I did not attend synagogue this year on Yom Kippur, after 
hearing/reading about the attack on the synagogue in 
Halle, Germany, earlier that day. In general, I now refuse 
to attend any synagogue that does not have an armed 
guard.

— Shoshana, 50, New York, Traditional

I was hesitant to go to Shabbat services after the Tree of 
Life shooting. I did end up going, because my college’s 
Jewish Community is one of my happiest places, but I was 
scared the whole time. It was stuffy in the room we were 
in, so someone propped open the door with a milk crate. 
Through the whole service, all I could focus on was the 
door. I felt that if someone tried to come in and hurt us we 
wouldn’t have any warning since we wouldn’t hear the 
door open. I kept my eye on the door the whole evening 
and couldn’t focus on the service at all.

— Sydney, 20, Montclair, N.J., Reform

‘I’m perpetually afraid of going to Jewish events because 
of the risk of a shooting.’

There’s a Federation day at the baseball stadium here in 
D.C. I won’t go. I don’t need to be in a public place packed 
with that many Jews. I went once and will never go again. I 
couldn’t get comfortable.

— Lisa, 37, Washington DC, “Conservative-ish”

Traveling through Brooklyn, I’d often take buses in areas 
such as Crown Heights, East Flatbush, etc. I now avoid 
these areas due to the surge of anti-Semitic attacks in 
these neighborhoods. I’m very conscious about avoiding 
urban areas as much as possible.

— Daniel, 28, Brooklyn, Orthodox

One of the temples to which I belong is in a changing 
neighborhood and I worry about walking it with my 
yarmulke or tallis bag.

— Edward, 73, Pennsylvania, Trans-denominational

There was a Jewish event nearby following the Pittsburgh 
shul shooting. The purpose was a public show of 
solidarity, but I’m perpetually afraid of going to Jewish 
events because of the risk of a shooting. I’m careful about 
wearing any Jewish objects or symbols. Earlier in the year, 
I was followed and threatened at a pub when I wore a 
Yiddish T-shirt.

— Michael, 28, Boynton Beach, Fla., “Just Jewish”

I bought Bari Weiss’ new book, popped it open on the NYC 
subway and realized I was afraid to be seen reading it…In 
New York! On a Brooklyn-bound train!

— Sarah, 28, Brooklyn, N.Y., Modern Orthodox

Since it is important for me to be part of the Jewish 
community, and it is vital for the community that Jews 
stay connected, I don’t let myself seriously think about 
not attending events. I have family members who are 
visible in the community and worry about them much 
more actively in recent months. My cell phone is usually 
with me — I would especially never attend a public Jewish 
event without having my cell phone with me.

— Anonymous, 70, Boston, Non-Denominational

‘I’m not taking any chances.’

In high school, I was on the archery team. We would travel 
down state (in Illinois) some weekends during the season 
and some of the schools just felt…. uncomfortable. I 
remember specifically at one school my junior year in high 
school there was a man, likely the father of a participant, 
wearing a shirt with a Confederate flag on it. I made sure 
that my Star of David was tucked into my shirt and 
avoided walking anywhere without a teammate for the 
rest of the day.

— Shelley, 19, Lincolnshire, Ill., Reform/Conservative

The Swastika has been painted in and around Eugene, 
Oregon. The Klan used to be here. I have not worn my Star 
of David because of possible problems. I do not wear my 
yarmulke out, but a plain hat. In this state you can wear a 
gun out in plain site – I’ve seen this at Walmart and Fred 
Meyers stores. With all of what is going on I’m not taking 
any chances.

— Randy, 67, Springfield, Ore., Reform

‘I consider anti-Zionism today’s form of anti-Semitism.’

1) When I stopped at a gas station in West Virginia, there 
were shirts with a swastika on them. That’s where I felt 
unsafe showing anything Jewish. I went back to the car 
out of fear. 

2) People know I’m Israeli at Earlham College, but I feel 
unsafe to do any public Israeli advocacy there, out of true 
fear for my safety.

— Achiad, 21, Richmond, Indiana, Traditional (Israeli)

I consider anti-Zionism today’s form of anti-Semitism. I 
am former president of San Diego Progressive Democratic 
Club, and did not run for re-election this year because this 
anti-Israel ideology is popular with many newer, younger 
members of the club and I felt it would be a better use of 
my time to address anti-Semitism in more supportive 
environments.

— Andrea Beth, 60+, La Mesa, Calif., Renewal/Reform

During SXSW 2019 I wanted to check out an art instillation 
showing the atrocities occurring at detention facilities.
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It took me just five minutes of TikTok streaming to 
come upon a video of a teenager dressed as “Harry 
Potter” spinoff character Newt Scamander doing 
American Sign Language over a recording of comedian 
John Mulaney riffing on Jewish women.

Further down the page — an eye-rolling girl gave a 
tour of her parents’ mezuza collection, a boy in a 
hoodie reenacted the ancient conquests of Jerusalem 
with reality TV dialogue, and a girl and her mom 
bickered over an Israeli soap opera they call 
“Schnitzel.”

TikTok — the viral video app for teens that has been 
downloaded over one billion times — is an accelerated, 
exaggerated version of the rest of the internet. 
Accordingly, it is as warm and inviting a host for white 
supremacy as a shower curtain is for mold. You don’t 
have to search #heil to find the hate (but you can.) 
Calls for genocide are scattered in between dance 
challenges. Mostly, there’s the teen proclivity to 
despise seriousness, mixed with latent cultural anti-
Semitism that gives much of the internet its distinct 
flavor.

But elsewhere on the explosively popular app, Jewish 
ritual, culture, and people are in good, though often 
prepubescent, hands. Sure, the hashtag “Anne Frank” 
has more views than the hashtag “Jewish.” But plenty 
of young Jews are using TikTok to connect with other 
diaspora Jews, to serve as ambassadors for their 
people, to explain themselves to themselves. 

If you don’t know TikTok, congratulations — you’ve got 
one foot in the grave. TikTok was launched in 2017 
under the name Musical.ly, then bought in 2018 by the 
Chinese company ByteDance — last week Reuters 
reported that the US Committee on Foreign 
Investment is investigating ByteDance for potential 
censorship and misuse of user data. This feels unlikely 
to put a dent in TikTok’s popularity.

The app helps users produce snippets of viral

When I realized it was run by a leftist group that 
supports BDS I knew I couldn’t go in there wearing my 
Star of David necklace without conflict. I ended up not 
going in.

— Shirley, 29, Austin, Texas, Conservative

I find the place I get the most hate from as Jew is my 
synagogue, when I challenge Israel’s right to do as it 
pleases. The most anti-Semitic people in the world are 
my fellow Jews. Please refer to Orthodox rabbis name-
calling Reform Jews, such as “spiritual terrorist.”

— Anonymous, 65, Sacramento, Calif., Conservative

‘My mom doesn’t like that I keep a mezuza on the 
front door’

My son is a Judaic Studies major at college. Recently, a 
sales person was making small talk and asked about 
my children. When he asked what my son was 
majoring in college, I responded, “computer science.”

— Peninah, 43, Silver Spring, Maryland, Modern 
Orthodox

I stopped shopping at a grocery store after two 
separate cashiers made anti-Semitic wink-wink nudge-
nudge jokes to me about Orthodox Jewish customers 
in the store (They didn’t realize I was Jewish.)

— Anonymous, 40, Chicago, Non-religious

It was three and a half years ago. I was 22 and a leader 
in my Jewish Student Association. I had been sexually 
assaulted by another student. I went to the campus 
police and the officer asked me “Were you not dating 
him because he isn’t Jewish?” When I’m around white 
cops now I tuck in my Magen David and never mention 
being Jewish. I work for a Jewish campus organization 
now. Every time a stranger asks me what I do for a 
living I lie and say “student advising.” And my mom 
doesn’t like that I keep a mezuza on the front door. I 
had to place it in a kosher way that still makes it 
hidden by the screen.

— Ruth, 25, Conservative

How Jewish Teens Are 
Using TikTok, The Viral 
Short Video Platform

The Schmooze

By Jenny Singer
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content — popular TikTok genres are choreographed 
dances, lip-syncs to random cultural touchstones, 
memes, and challenges: for example. It’s a kind of teen-
friendly Reddit that you can mainline, a Never-
Neverland for people born after 9/11. Can Jews find a 
home on TikTok? They have, and it’s weird.

I took to my TikTok research with the same blind 
determination of a dad interrogating his teenage kids 
about whether they do the new drug he heard about on 
NPR. TikTok isn’t built for people who lived during the 
Clinton administration; the search bar couldn’t identify 
the tag for “Jewish” even though I could see it was a tag 
on many videos — I don’t know if that’s because of a 
sinister TikTok conspiracy or because I’m incompetent.

I seared my eyeballs in their own socket juices by the 
blue light of my smartphone, attempting to watch as 
many #Jewish and #Judaism TikTok videos as possible. 
The videos were laugh-out-loud funny, offensive, 
troubling, self-hating, and self-loving. Let’s break down 
Jewish TikTok into the most popular categories and 
types of videos so we can understand them, even if it 
makes us seem unbelievably old.

This is the state of Jewish TikTok:

‘Jewish check!’

The most common Jewish TikTok genre calls for a 
“Jewish check.” This is a riff on other popular “check” 
videos — “Strict Parent Checks” film nanny cams and 
lists of rules, while “Rich Boy Checks” show off 
expensive Apple products and sports cars. Most “Jewish 
check” videos go like this one made by user 
“Sooopphhhhh,” which has over 120,000 views — Hava
Nagilah plays as the camera pans to kippot and an array 
of the latest iPhones. It moves to a boy’s profile, 
zooming in on his nose. Then to a mezuzah, girls doing 
a Hora, and a chai necklace.

Shana Cohen’s version features a boy showing off a 
handful of splayed twenty dollar bills — but also, a girl 
putting money into a tzedakah box, and a pair of teens 
studying Talmud. In many “Jewish check” videos, like the 
one with over 118,000 views made by students at Jack 
M. Barrack Hebrew Academy in Pennsylvania, the 
camera zooms in on one teenager’s nose, which is 
stroked for emphasis. It’s hard not to imagine how that 
selection process goes.

‘I’m a sucker for Jews’

Cleanse your pallet after the stress of watching Jewish 

teenagers accept Nazi standards of beauty with this 
format, which is straightforward praise of famous Jews. 
“Have all my celebrity crushes been Jewish THIS WHOLE 
TIME” one user commented on the worshipful video 
above. (Yes, Jacky, they have.) Most of these videos are 
about male heart throbs; in others Jewish women get 
well-deserved praise, too.

Days of Awe(some content)

Yom Kippur and Rosh Hashanah are incredibly fecund 
times for TikTok teens, presumably because they are 
locked together in Jewish spaces for many hours at a 
time, with access to great props (say, antelope horns.) 
Witness: A graphic song about STD symptoms becomes 
the scaffolding for a parody of High Holiday prayer 
services. Just outside of the sanctuary, two girls dance 
to a live cantor’s rendition of “Kol Nidre,” filtering 
through the door. A particularly young-looking TikToker
does a darkly comic bit about fasting on Yom Kippur 
while in recovery from an eating disorder. (“not Jewish 
but a friend of mine is and theyve always said if yr
chronically ill its a mitzvah to not fast?” one user 
commented.) Later in the season, a boy gave a 
dressing-down to his etrog.

‘We’re the Jews, we’re the Jews, we’re the Jews…’

The “We’re the Jews” meme format is based on “We’re 
the girls,” in which three girls march in a circle, chanting 
“We’re the girls” in between uttering embarrassing 
truths about themselves. “The past three consecutive 
years on the High Holidays, my rabbi has made a 
sermon about The Beatles,” says TikTok user 
“Binch.Boi,” above, barely containing her mirth. “If I get 
a tattoo I won’t be buried with the rest of my family!” 
exclaims a middle school-aged girl in Noah Shapiro’s 
“We’re the Jews” video.

Lizzo & Lin Manuel

“I just took a DNA test, turns out, I’m 100 percent that 
b***h,” Lizzo sings in her chart topper “Truth Hurts.” In 
Lin Manuel Miranda’s Pulitzer Prize-winning musical “In 
The Heights,” a teen girl sings, “My mom is Dominican-
Cuban/My dad is from Chile and P.R. which means/I’m 
Chile-Dominicurican/But I always say I’m from Queens!” 
Teens used these snatches from both songs to riff on 
their heritage, including Jews, who found themselves to 
be “100% Ashkenazi,” “100% Persian,” and observed “I 
look like Anne Frank.” One Reform teen’s version goes, 
“My mom is…ethnically Jewish/My dad is…the child of 
two Holocaust survivors/Which means I’m…a miracle
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This week provided yet another illustration that 
despite the endless handwringing about anti-Semitism 
on the left, it is far-right extremism which constitutes 
the paramount threat to American Jewish life today.

On Friday, Richard Holzer, a self-described skinhead 
and former KKK member, was arrested by federal 
authorities, accused of plotting to blow up a 
synagogue in Pueblo, Colorado.

Holzer was “getting ready to cap people,” he had said 
on Facebook. Jews “need to die.” They are “a cancer”; 
“I wish the Holocaust really did happen.” According to 
the court filing, Holzer initially contemplated poisoning 
synagogue members with arsenic or “vandalizing the 
place beyond repair” with Molotov cocktails. Had he 
been able to follow through on his final plan, the New 
York Times reported that the synagogue would have 
been razed to the ground with pipe bombs in the 
middle of the night.

But Holzer’s violent plan to harm Jews was not the 
only far right anti-Semitic revelation of the week. 
News of Holzer’s arrest came on the heels of a leaked 
audio recording of once-prominent white nationalist 
Richard Spencer ranting about “little fucking kikes. 
They get ruled by people like me,” just the day after 
the bloody far-right Unite the Right march in 
Charlottesville, Virginia.

The audio was leaked by the faded alt-right troll Milo 
Yiannopoulos. Partners in their own destruction, 
Spencer and Yiannopoulos would be comic figures, 
drag queens for a new American fascism, had Heather 
Heyer not been murdered counter-protesting the very 
rally Spencer was encouraging.

Of course, this does not prove that anti-Semitism 
doesn’t exist in other quarters. Anti-Semitism across 
the globe is indeed perpetuated by three distinct 
groups: the far-right, the far-left, and Islamic 

not to have a mental illness yet/But I always say…I’m 
in denial.”

Ha ha Holocaust

References to the Holocaust are abundant on TikTok, 
and Jewish TikTok is not an exception. Comedy — and 
in pursuit of it, risk taking — is the currency of TikTok. 
Nothing’s off limits, including the Holocaust, plenty of 
Jews on the app argue, with a caveat from some: The 
people joking about the Holocaust should be Jewish. 
TikTok offers a venue for teens to rant and rave about 
being different, and learning about World War II and 
the Holocaust makes Jewish kids feel different, as 
expressed in video after video after video.

‘I can’t wait for Christmas’

If much of Jewish TikTok is a confused, defiant blend of 
joy and shame around being Jewish, all of that goes 
away during Hanukkah. Come Kislev, Jewish TikTok-ers
ditch the nose-themed videos and focus on uproarious 
celebrations of Hanukkah, with surprisingly little 
Christmas-envy.

And finally, the Jewish dorks:

Standing alone in his bedroom, a teenager dances to a 
remix of a pop song to demonstrate that there is no 
good reason to be anti-Semitic. A girl in a headscarf 
lip-syncs to rap in homage to the Jews who were 
blamed for the Black Death (“The f**k goin’ on?” she 
asks, giving voice to the Medieval Jews.) “OyGay,” a 
trans teen TikTok-er who makes Jewish content, lip-
sync-raps to Killumantii, imitating the manic, furious 
God of the Torah.

Plenty of these micro-videographers and part-time 
comics are the only Jews at their school, the only Jews 
in their neighborhood, the only Jews they know. But on 
TikTok — busting Jewish stereotypes, comparing noses, 
dirty dancing to the sounds of Shacharit — they’re not 
alone.

Jenny Singer is the deputy life/features editor for the 
Forward. You can reach her at Singer@forward.com or 
on Twitter @jeanvaljenny
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By Liam Hoare
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extremists. The far-left seeks to make it impossible for 
Zionists to participate in left-wing politics, driving 95% 
of Jews to its margins. The far-right undermines 
conditions such as the freedom of speech and rule of 
law that make Jewish life possible. And the most violent 
elements seek Jews’ physical destruction.

Whether fueled by populist Soros-centric conspiracy 
theories in Hungary or left-wing political anti-Semitism 
in the British Labour Party, anti-Semitism is playing an 
ever-greater role in democratic life. And the United 
States is no exception here. The American Jewish 
Committee’s recent survey concerning anti-Semitism in 
America found that 88% of American Jews consider 
anti-Semitism a domestic problem, with 84% 
responding they believe the level of anti-Semitism in 
society has increased over the past five years.

But the AJC’s polling also reiterated that the far-right, 
far-left, and Islamic extremism are not equivalent 
immediate dangers, as Holzer’s arrest among other 
things clearly demonstrates. While 78% of American 
Jews told the AJC that “the extreme political right” 
represents a “very serious” or “moderately serious anti-
Semitic threat in the United States today,” a far smaller 
36% said the same of “the extreme political left.”

It is not that anti-Semitism does not exist on the 
American political left. Individual anti-Semitic incidents 
have been well-documented, incidents like 
Congresswoman Ilhan Omar’s construal of American 
support for Israel as being “all about the Benjamins” (for 
which she apologized), or her barely-coded remarks 
about “the political influence in this country that says it 
is okay to push for allegiance to a foreign country” (for 
which she did not apologize). Support for BDS, 
especially the reported growing interest in the 
movement on college campuses, has also been the 
subject of rather belabored discussion.

But the extreme political left that the AJC survey alludes 
to is so small and disempowered as to render it totally 
ineffectual. BDS, as I’ve previously argued, is a zombie 
movement that is largely kept alive by those who 
oppose its destructive ideology, who make it out to be 
something it is not.

If anyone could stand accused of turning support for 
Israel into a narrow, partisan issue, endangering 
America’s vital bipartisan consensus, it is the 
Republican Party and Donald Trump’s White House, 
which, in its pointedly-timed recognition of Israel’s 

sovereignty over the Golan Heights, put American 
foreign policy at the service of Benjamin Netanyahu’s 
reelection campaigns.

Those aforementioned anti-Semitic scandals, 
meanwhile, have been confined within the Democratic 
Party to one or two congresswomen at the most, 
neither of whom are in possession of any real power or 
influence whatsoever, in spite of their outsized national 
profiles and popularity within their districts. Meanwhile, 
Republican senators of standing are embracing so-
called “national conservatism” while freely using anti-
Semitic codewords like “cosmopolitan elites.”

As the Republicans move ever rightward, commentators 
have warned of the possible Corbynization of the 
Democratic Party. But it’s a phantom menace. Jeremy 
Corbyn was indeed a marginal figure until 2015, when 
he dramatically and unexpectedly took the Labour
leadership, bringing with him thirty years of experience 
in anti-Semitic politics. Corbyn’s rise was one chapter 
within a much larger history of struggle between left 
and right within Labour. Moreover, it was enabled by a 
vote of party membership, a franchise which today 
numbers just over 500,000. By contrast, the next 
Democratic presidential candidate will be chosen by 
547,458 registered Democrats in Orange County, 
California alone.

It was not the extreme political left that shot up the 
Chabad synagogue in Poway, California, murdering one 
woman and injuring three others. Nor was it the left 
who was responsible for killing 11 people and injuring 
seven at Pittsburgh’s Tree of Life synagogue. They were 
not responsible for Holzer’s bungled night of broken 
glass, nor for the swastikas and SS symbols found 
graffitied on the side of a shul in Hancock, Michigan.

It is without question the extreme right that poses the 
gravest threat to American Jewish life. If anti-Semitism 
in America is a question of power, representation, and 
the means to carry out that which it intends, the fact 
remains that while the extreme left is marginalized, the 
extreme right runs rampant.

Liam Hoare is a freelance journalist and critic based in 
Vienna.

The views and opinions expressed in this article are 
the author’s own and do not necessarily reflect those 
of the Forward.
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I recently attended a consultation with a renowned 
mikveh architect as we begin discussions about 
building a new mikveh in Charleston, South Carolina. As 
we have about 10-15 mikveh users a month and 
anticipate growth, I figured our new mikveh would 
include an additional changing room and nicer tiles and 
lighting. I was shocked when the (male) consultant told 
me that in order to increase mikveh usage, we would 
need a fireplace and waterfall in the waiting room. We 
don’t even have a waiting room in our current mikveh, 
nor did I envision having one in our new mikveh; I 
certainly never imagined the need for a fireplace.

To be clear, I am certainly not against spa-like mikvehs. 
In this day and age of balancing work and children, I am 
a firm believer that every woman deserves a beautiful 
place to visit once a month, where she should feel 
pampered and recharged before returning home to her 
husband. Be it, a manicurist on site to make her feel 
beautiful after she’s dipped, beautiful decor, etc. And if 
a fireplace and waterfall are necessary for that effect, 
then fine.

But I would beg to differ that spa-like mikvehs will 
increase mikveh attendance.

Our mikveh was built in the 1950’s (hot pink tiled decor 
and all), and as such, it does not have a filter, which 
means that every time a woman needs to use our 
mikveh, my husband has to fill it with water and then 
drain it after each use. With the outside temperature 
affecting the water, it’s not an exact science. There 
have been times when the water was too hot and a 
woman had to wait for it to cool down before she could 
use it. There have been times when the water was 
uncomfortably cold. On Saturday nights in the summer, 
the mikveh isn’t ready until 10:30pm because it takes 
two hours to fill. A perfect system, it is not. Hence, the 
need for our mikveh rebuilding project.

And yet, interestingly — with all of the deterrents of our 
mikveh — more and more women in our community are 
using it. Our new mikveh-users are a range of women —

Luxury Mikvehs Are 
Great, But We’re Missing 
The Point

Life

By Ariela Davis

some who have recently decided to embrace Judaism, 
some are traditional Israelis, and some are millennial, 
non-observant women who used the mikveh before 
their wedding and decided to continue after marriage.

Clearly, these women are not attending our mikveh for 
its aesthetics, but despite the lack of them. And perhaps 
for that reason, taking these women of our community 
to the mikveh has proven to be the most moving 
experience of being Rebbetzin of our community. There 
are times when I am exhausted from work and my kids, 
and I am literally counting the hours for that night’s 
mikveh appointment to be over, so I can get to my 
pillow and pajamas.

And yet, each time I attend a woman, I come back 
energized and moved by her individual story. I’ve had 
the pleasure of teaching brides and then accompanying 
them when they dip before their wedding. I’ve served as 
the attendant for several conversions, sharing the 
special moment when a woman completes her life-
changing journey into Judaism. I’ve taken women to the 
mikveh after heartbreaking miscarriages and cried 
along with them when they immersed for the first time 
afterward. I’ve attended women who I know are longing 
for a baby and hoping that this will be that “magical dip” 
when all of their prayers are answered. I’ve been moved 
by incredible stories of devotion to keep the mitzvah 
even when it proves to be difficult, and the serenity, 
hope and meaning that many of my women seem to 
find in the mikveh waters. As their Rebbetzin, when I 
see their tears, I often know what those tears are for 
and when they take a few extra minutes to pray in the 
mikveh, I am often standing in the other room, allowing 
them their privacy while I pray along with them.

It is the policy at our mikveh that there are no questions 
asked. We check what she asks us to check, but 
otherwise, our job is to simply make sure a woman’s 
hair goes under the water. I tell each woman 
beforehand that I will not look at her when she is not 
dressed and make a point of hiding my face behind the 
towel as she enters and leaves the mikveh, simply 
watching the top of her head when it is time to 
immerse. The other attendants at our mikveh have the 
same approach; we see our job as helping to facilitate 
making the night special and relaxing for her. This 
sometimes means meeting a woman at 12am at the 
mikveh because she had a late flight. Or helping her 
sneak out of a shul program so that no one notices 
when and where she disappears. Or helping to concoct 
a scheme so her visiting in-laws don’t know where she
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As any self-respecting redhead will tell you, it’s not just a 
hair color - it’s a lifestyle. But we didn’t always live in a 
world of redhead reunions and spitfire portrait series. For 
centuries, red hair was feared and reviled - especially 
when it came to Europe’s Jews.

In honor of National Redhead Day, we’ve outlined the 
tenuous connection between Jews and the “dissembling 
color.”

It goes way back

The Hebrew Bible refers to both Esau and David as 
“admoni,” a word that can refer to red hair or a “ruddy” 
complexion. But it seems unlikely that this physical 
descriptor comes with any moral undertones. Esau, the 
Torah’s most famous dupe, is cheated out of his 
inheritance by younger brother Jacob, while David slays 
Goliath and goes on to become king of his people. These 
two redheads don’t have much in common.

In medieval Europe, being a redhead was no fun.

For centuries, Europeans associated red hair with Jews. 
For them, the unusual hair color was a physical 
manifestation of Jewish “otherness,” reflecting the belief 
that they were dangerous outsiders working with the 
Devil to sabotage Christian society from within.

During the Spanish Inquisition, redheads were considered 
Jews, and Renaissance masterworks such as Anthony van 
Dyck’s “The Taking of Christ” portray Judas Iscariot, the 
apostle who betrayed Jesus, as a redhead. The apostle’s 
betrayal - and his flaming locks - then became bywords 
for supposed Jewish dishonesty and treachery.

In Shakespeare’s “As You Like It,” the heroine Rosalind 
refers to her lover’s red hair as “the dissembling color” 
and suggests he’s untrustworthy because of his 
resemblance to Judas. Contemporary sources suggest 
that in the first productions of “The Merchant of Venice,” 
a Shakespeare play that both embraces and questions 
anti-Semitic tropes, the Jewish merchant Shylock wore a 
red wig.

is going. One of our attendants even brings women 
cookies the night of their immersion.

While the mikveh experience is beautiful at many mikvaot, 
unfortunately, I’ve heard plenty of stories about 
attendants in many communities that aren’t so special. 
I’ve heard stories of attendants who are not 
accommodating when a woman needs to go after-hours. 
About women who were not sure about mikveh policies 
when visiting a city, and were told they could not immerse 
that night because the attendant wasn’t notified within 24 
hours. I’ve been told about intrusive mikveh attendants 
who check a woman’s belly button, who ask questions 
about religious observances and who are not discreet by 
avoiding eyes when a woman is undressed. There are 
women who dread going to the mikveh because they are 
ashamed of their weight or of scars, who have a fear of 
water, and sometimes find themselves facing impatient 
mikveh attendants who are eager to just get to the next 
customer. I’ve been told of observant women who dip 
monthly in the ocean, despite the danger, to escape such 
attendants. Some of my women have even admitted to 
me that they delayed using the mikveh in bigger cities, 
with far more beautiful mikvaot, because they did not like 
how the attendants treated them. They choose to use our 
humble, bright-pink mikveh instead.

And this is why, I believe, that our women keep coming. 
Despite the humidity that sometimes bloats the doors so 
they don’t fully close, despite the water temperature not 
always being perfect, and the temperamental shower — a 
woman wants a place where she is comfortable, nurtured 
and accepted, when she is at her most vulnerable.

I realize that large mikvaot can’t afford to give women the 
same level of personal attention that we can at our small 
mikveh in Charleston.

But if we want women to keep coming to the mikveh, it 
would serve us well to realize that while fountains and 
fireplaces are beautiful, a woman needs her soul nurtured 
at the mikveh, too. And it starts with the attendants.

Ariela Davis is the Director of Judaics at Addlestone 
Hebrew Academy and the Rebbetzin of Brith Shalom Beth 
Israel, the historic Orthodox synagogue of downtown 
Charleston, South Carolina. Ariela has taught Jewish law in 
various communities and writes and speaks about topics 
related to Jewish thought, Holocaust and Israel. She and 
her husband, Rabbi Moshe Davis, are the proud parents of 
four children.
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Eastern European Jews reclaimed the red.

Some medieval Germans believed that the Caucasus 
Mountains were inhabited by die rote Juden, or “the red 
Jews:” fearsome redheaded tribes collaborating with the 
Antichrist to destroy Christian societies. This myth 
probably refers to the Khazars, a nomadic Central Asian 
tribe that did convert to Judaism before dying out in the 
10th century.

These “Jewish bogeymen” took the blame for 
catastrophes like the Black Plague, which they 
supposedly caused by providing their European Jewish 
brethren with poison to slip into Christian wells. But the 
nascent Eastern European Jewish community 
repurposed these tropes into a promise of deliverance. 
For them, die royte yidn were powerful kinsmen living 
across the mountains, who would one day swoop in to 
uplift their persecuted relatives.

Science shows the carrot-top connection doesn’t 
really exist.

If only medieval Europeans had access to chromosomal 
mapping technologies, they would have learned that red 

hair derives not from affinity with the Devil but from the 
recessive MC1R gene. Among the general population 
(including Jews), only about two percent of people 
inherit and express this gene. The only significantly 
higher concentration of redheads occurs in Scotland 
and Ireland, where 10 to 13% of the population sports 
flaming hair. Scientists attribute this anomaly to the fact 
that the MC1R gene allows people to absorb more 
vitamin D, allowing them to thrive in northern, cloudy 
climates.

However, other studies suggest that up to 10% of 
Jewish men, of various head hair colors, have red 
beards. As red hair (and bearded men) come back into 
style, it looks like this legacy - however dubious - is one 
for modern Jews to embrace, not evade.
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